The Jagunda® Model JG-A With Auger Assembly Instructions
The Jagunda bird feeder provides complete squirrel protection when positioned 8 feet away
from trees, shrubs and buildings. The 6 lb. capacity seed hopper, adjustable seed port, gravity
fed, flow-through seed chamber and giant seed tray are characteristic of Droll Yankees quality
and durability. Besides that, a great variety of birds love it!

To start enjoying your new Jagunda:
1.

Select a flat site 8 feet away from anything a squirrel can jump from to install the auger. The
Ultimate Pole Auger consists of one auger and three 16” legs. Place the three legs on the
three spokes of the auger. Hold the auger perpendicular with the auger tip on the ground.
Using the legs as levers, turn the auger clockwise to screw the auger into the ground. If you
hit resistance such as a rock or tree root, back it out and move the installation over by a few
inches. Continue turning until the legs are flush against the ground and the installation is
stable.

2.

Insert Red Pole Shims into each grooved/swaged end of pole sections (new products will
already have these installed). Install one of the two pole sections, grooved/ swaged end
facing up, into the pole auger. Install the second pole section, open end onto the grooved/
swaged end of the first pole. Place the third pole section, which has two open ends, onto
the second pole section. Tighten the thumb screw in the auger stem to keep the pole in
place. The stability of the pole and auger will depend in part on the composition of your soil,
if installed on uneven ground, shim the auger legs to make them level.

3.

Position the Complete Clamp (CC1) on the pole at a height of four feet or more from the
ground and tighten the set screw.

4.

Slide the Giant Seed Tray (GS) over the pole so that it rests on the CC1.

5.

Rotate the Grey Port to adjust the seed flow. When using straight sunflower, the ports can
remain open or slightly closed. With a mixture that contains smaller seeds, partially close
the ports to reduce waste.

6.

Place the hopper on the Giant Seed Tray. Fill with seed.

7.

Install Pole O-Ring by rolling it down the pole until it is level with the lip of the Hopper Body

8.

Slide Collet Insert, threaded side upward, onto the pole until it rests on the Pole O-Ring

9.

Place the Universal Cover over the Collet Insert, engaging the tab on the Collet Insert with
the cut out slot in the Universal Cover. Adjust the Pole O-Ring if the Universal Cover is not
sitting directly on the Hopper Body. Slide the Collet Knob down the pole and tighten onto
the Collet Insert, securing the Universal Cover in place so that the wind cannot lift it.

10. Drop the Pole Adapter stem (ADPT) into the top of the pole. You can mount an additional
feeder on the top of the pole by screwing the ADPT into the threaded base of any of our
tubular or versatile feeders like the X-1, LF-4 or CC12FM. If not mounting a feeder on top,
leave the ADPT in the pole to keep rainwater out.
11. Enjoy your new Jagunda bird feeder and the thousands of birds you’ll see feeding from it
over the years.
Remember that to prevent the spread of disease, and to keep your feeder looking like new, the Jagunda should be disassembled and
washed regularly with a mild soap solution. It can be disinfected using a 50/50 solution of white vinegar and hot water.
Note: To disassemble the Hopper Body and Gray Port for cleaning, turn upside down and spread the clear prongs to disengage the
Gray Port.
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